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Instructions

These questions can be used in a variety of ways.

**Warm-Up:** Start your classes off with a few brain-teasers to get your students active and ready for the main lesson. Each section (7-10 trivia questions, or 4-6 riddles) should take less than five minutes to complete. Be sure to keep track at the bottom of each section the date and class you used them in. **Hint:** Use pencil and you can erase it at the end of the school year.

**Time-Filler:** Keep this book handy to pull out in case you have a few extra minutes at the end of the lesson. It's the perfect way to fill some dead-time and you can choose a section relevant to whatever you're teaching (science/ math/ language, etc.). Again, keep track of the date and class in pencil at the bottom of each page.

**Early-Finisher Activity:** You know those annoying students who always seem to finish everything really quickly? Print off a stack of these trivia and riddles worksheets and let students get to work. Make sure you follow the links to get the PDF worksheets, minus the answers!

**Web-Quest:** If you're teaching your students how to find information on the Internet, the trivia question handouts will work perfectly. Each set of questions should take students between 1-2 minutes/ question, so a total of 7-15 minutes.

**Note:** This activity is meant to be used in conjunction with our book *501 Riddles and Trivia Questions for Kids*, where you can find the answers to the questions.
The Human Body
Easy (8 questions)

What is between your leg and your foot?

What is between your arm and hand?

How many times does an adult blink in one minute?

The left side of your brain controls which side of your body?

What percent of a human is water?

What is the main purpose of your eyebrow?

Can you sneeze with your eyes open?

Do you burn more calories watching TV or sleeping?
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The Human Body
Medium (8 questions)

In liters, how much blood does an average body have?

When you blink, how many muscles do you use?

At what age do you begin to shrink/get shorter?

Which of the nails on your hand grows the most quickly?

What are the bones called that protect your heart?

What is the stage of sleep when you often dream?

What carries oxygen through your blood?

Which are the blood vessels that carry blood to your heart called? How about the ones that take blood away?
The Human Body
Difficult (7 questions)

What are the things on your tongue that taste things?

What is the colored part of the eye called?

What are the two holes in your nose called?

How many bones does a human body have?

Where is the smallest bone in your body found?

What do antibiotics fight? What do they not fight?

How many muscles do we use when we smile?
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